Rezumat

Effectul resectiei gastrice in regiunea fundică a stomacului asupra nivelului de gherlin: studiu prospectiv

Introducere: Obezitatea este în prezent o problemă de sănătate importantă, care evoluează rapid la nivel mondial. În ultimii ani numărul interventiilor chirurgicale conexe obezității a crescut. Cea mai frecventă procedură chirurgicală a obezității este gastrectomia longitudinală laparoscopică (LSG). Scopul acestui studiu a fost compararea expresiei genetice a hormonului gherlin în zone diferite ale stomacului.

Material și metodă: 19 pacienți obezi supuși LSG au fost examinați în cadru acestui studiu. Grăsimea din două părți diferite ale stomacului (fundus şi zona superioară a acestuia) a fost analizată prin testul ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay). Au fost aplicate tehnici de izolare ARN, ADN complementar și RQ-PCR (detecție în timp real: real-time PCR). În plus, un kit de analiză ELISA a fost folosit pentru a măsura cantitatea de gherlin la pacienții obezi. Au fost comparate statistic nivelele de gherlin din fundus și zona superioară a acestuia.

Rezultate: În cazul tuturor celor 19 pacienți, nivelul mediu de gherlin a fost mai mare de 30. Nivelul mediu de gherlin a stratului de grăsime localizat în partea superioară a fundusului a fost mai mare de 30 în cazul a 4 pacienților; nivelul mediu a fost 5 la restul pacienților. Am observat o diferență statistică semnificativă a nivelului de gherlin între fundus și stratul de grăsime al acestuia.

Concluzie: Recoltarea ţesutului gras din fundus nu este practicată de rutină în timpul LSG. Totuși, creșterea nivelului de hormon gherlin în acest ţesut necesită prelevarea de ţesut din fundus în timpul intervenției chirurgicale.
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Abstract

Introduction: Obesity is currently an important health problem that is rapidly
Introduction

In recent years, obesity has become an endemic disease that is rapidly increasing in our country and other countries. The World Health Organization defines obesity as an accumulation of fat that threatens overall health. The main causes of the increasing prevalence of obesity and overweight status are the consumption of high-energy nutrients and the reduction of the energy expended in the activities of daily life (1). Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG), which is a component of bariatric surgery, is a very popular option for the treatment of obesity (2). In this surgery, ¾ of the stomach is removed, and the stomach fundus, which has high ghrelin hormone levels, is collected. After LSG, the ghrelin concentration decreases (3-5).

Ghrelin is a metabolic stomach hormone. Ghrelin supports energy conservation during energy expenditure and regulation of the appetite. The ghrelin concentration affects body weight because it influences the appetite (6-8). It also regulates the distribution and rate of use of energy. The stomach is the principal ghrelin-secreting organ. Two other organs, the pancreas and hypothalamus, also produce ghrelin (9-11).

After LSG, 80% of patients exhibit effective weight loss. The most significant causes of weight loss are the reduction of gastric volume and the reduction of ghrelin hormone, which results in a reduced feeling of hunger in patients. Furthermore, the success of the diet applied after surgery is increased. However, weight loss is not effective in some patients whose diet remains the same and who experience the return of the feeling of hunger (12).

Material and Methods

This study was performed between September 2015 and August 2016. LSG surgery was performed by the same team for all patients. Tissue samples were collected from 19 obese patients. After the initial surgery, the laparoscopic surgical technique was performed. An average of 4 trocars were inserted into the abdomen, followed by CO2 infusion. The stomach was released along the large curvature, and then the fundus was removed and the stomach fundus, which has high ghrelin hormone levels, is collected. After LSG, the ghrelin concentration decreases (3-5).

Material and Methods: Nineteen obese patients who underwent LSG were examined in this study. Fat tissue from two different parts of the stomach, the fundus and the upper part of the fundus, were analysed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). The ribonucleic acid (RNA) isolation, complementary DNA (cDNA) and real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR) techniques were applied. Additionally, a human ghrelin ELISA kit was used to measure ghrelin in obese patients. The ghrelin levels of fat tissue from the fundus and upper part of the fundus were statistically compared.

Results: In all 19 patients, the average ghrelin level in the fundus was greater than 30. The average ghrelin level of the fat pad, which is located in the upper part of the fundus, was greater than 30 for 4 patients; the average level was approximately 5 in the remaining patients. A statistically significant difference in the ghrelin level was found between the fundus and the fundus fat tissue.

Conclusion: Collection of fundus fat tissue is not routinely performed during LSG. However, ghrelin hormone elevation in this tissue may require collection of fundus tissue during surgery.
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Third, real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RQ-PCR) was performed. Lastly, blood was collected from obese patients, and the ELISA protocol was applied.

**Results**

All blood ghrelin levels of the patients are shown in Fig. 1.

The average ghrelin level was 9 in the fundus fat tissue of the 19 patients included in this study. The ghrelin levels were considered high (the fat tissue level was 35 and the fundus level was 30) in the fundus of 4 patients. Fig. 2A shows the fat pad ghrelin levels, and Fig. 2B shows the average ghrelin level of the fundus.

As shown in Fig. 2A and 2B, the average ghrelin expression level in the fat pad was 5.5492.
and the average ghrelin expression level in the fundus was 19.1355. According to Fig. 1, 2A, and 2B, the ghrelin expression level in the fundus was higher than the ghrelin level of the fat pad.

When the ghrelin level of the fundus and fundus fat tissue were compared, the average fundus ghrelin level was significantly higher than that of the fat tissue. Table 1 shows the comparison of the ghrelin levels of the fundus and fat tissue.

The other significant parameter in our study was the blood ghrelin level. These levels were compared before and after the operation. The ghrelin level in the postoperative period was significantly lower than that in the preoperative period in all patients.

The ghrelin levels measured by ELISA are shown in Fig. 3. Ghrelin hormone expression was found in the blood of obese patients.

**Discussion**

Ghrelin is a 28-amino acid peptide produced in the fundus of the stomach and the proximal intestine (12). Ghrelin is predominantly secreted by the gastric fundus and has various effects on food intake, such as increasing appetite and influencing chewing time, taste preferences, and food perception, as well as increasing gastrointestinal motility and decreasing insulin secretion. In non-obese individuals, ghrelin levels are highest immediately prior to a meal and decrease rapidly upon the initiation of food intake (13). Conversely, obesity is associated with reduced ghrelin levels, and food intake fails to modulate the levels of plasma ghrelin. Dietary-induced weight loss is linked to increased ghrelin secretion, which has been postulated to contribute to the poor long-term success rates of dietary weight loss programmes by promoting increased food consumption, although this remains unproven (12,13).

LSG involves the resection of the gastric fundus, and the procedure appears to permanently inhibit ghrelin production in most individuals within days of surgery. LSG is a relatively new bariatric operation that was designed as a restrictive procedure (14). The removed portion of the stomach, called the antrum, is also the part of the stomach that secretes many of the metabolically active gut hormones responsible for the neuro-hormonal response to food. Removing this portion can alter the body’s biochemical response to food, changing appetite and food preferences. The fact that the fundus of the stomach, the main location of ghrelin-producing cells, is excluded in this procedure has led to speculation that ghrelin could play a role in the mechanism of action of LSG. Three studies confirmed a decrease in fasting ghrelin levels after LSG (13,15). A prospective, double-blind study comparing gastric bypass surgery and LSG confirmed a significant postprandial suppression of ghrelin postoperatively, while no change was observed in the gastric bypass group (16). In the same study, the marked suppres-
sion of ghrelin levels after LSG was associated with greater appetite reduction and excess weight loss during the first postoperative year than for gastric bypass patients (16). A recent prospective randomized comparison of LSG and gastric bypass confirmed that both operations reduce fasting and meal-stimulated ghrelin levels, with significantly greater reductions after LSG; therefore, the resection of the fundus has a greater effect on ghrelin levels than simply bypassing the fundus (13-15). In our study, obese patients underwent LSG, which exhibits low complication rates and good weight loss results. After the surgery, patients reported less hunger and started to lose weight successfully. Ghrelin, the “hunger hormone,” signals the brain to eat. Our study shows that the ghrelin level is high not only in the fundus but also in the fundus fat pad. If the fat pad is not removed and the fundus is not sufficiently resected in the surgical procedure, the appetite will likely remain unchanged regardless of how small the stomach is, and patients will gain weight in the long term. One of the causes of weight gain is technical difficulty during the surgery. In such cases, the fundus is not sufficiently removed. However, if the fat pad and fundus are collected properly, after 2 years, the patient’s appetite will remain the same, and the patient will start to gain weight (17). If patients do not regularly control themselves, pay attention their diet (nutrition, weight, and protein), and exercise sufficiently, weight loss will stop. The main aim during the 2 years following surgery is to encourage proper habits (18,19). From a technical aspect, the fat pad and fundus should be collected.

After LSG, some patients regain weight and feel hungry. Weight loss is not sufficient in these patients after surgery. Few studies have addressed this subject. However, according to the literature (17-19), the major reason for regaining weight is that patients do not adhere to their diet or sufficiently alter their lifestyle.

One study asked patients to describe the most important problem in their diet, and the answer was the feeling of hunger (24). The feeling of hunger is an important problem to reconcile. Although different organs secrete ghrelin, the stomach fundus secretes the highest level. In our study, the ghrelin level was found to be high in the fat pad of the fundus, which is not routinely included in LSG, even though we showed that the ghrelin level of the fat pad was higher than the ghrelin level of the fundus in 4 patients. Thus, our study is a pilot study, and it remains to be determined whether regaining weight and the feeling of hunger are related to ghrelin levels.

We observed that the ghrelin gene plays a significant role in obesity because ghrelin promotes energy conservation due to energy expenditure and regulation of the appetite. LSG is an important obesity treatment that is effective in the short term and has exhibited growing popularity. The superior clinical results of surgery have focused attention on the option of partial gastric resection and the possible effects of mediators released from the resected portion. The role of the ghrelin hormone in the development of morbid obesity is not yet known. However, we believe that the ghrelin-producing fundus area should be removed during surgery and that ghrelin is a hormone that is closely linked to obesity due to the marked loss in appetite during the period immediately following obesity surgery. In addition, our study shows that the fundus fat tissue should be routinely removed during LSG. Further studies on this subject are necessary.
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